ABSTRACT The growing diversification of network architectures and application demands results in poor performance of most existing TCPs, especially in large bandwidth-delay product (BDP) and lossy networks. To tackle this problem, we propose a novel delay-based congestion control algorithm, named DVPTCP, which estimates the network congestion level by using round-trip time (RTT) and adjusts the number of virtual parallel streams dynamically. Related theoretical analyses about throughput and TCP-friendliness are given in detail. According to our extensive simulation tests, our proposal can achieve better bandwidth utilization and TCP-friendliness than the compared schemes in large-BDP and lossy networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
In large-BDP [1] , [2] and lossy [3] , [4] networks, the overall performance of TCP Reno [5] is significantly influenced by its Congestion Control Algorithm (CCA) [6] and it always suffers from bandwidth under-utilization. Floyd et al. [1] pointed out that if a bandwidth is to be fully utilized, the packet loss rate should be limited to 2×10 −10 . Yet, this is difficult to be guaranteed in real network environments.
To improve TCP performance in such networks, a number of TCP variants have been presented, such as Compound TCP [7] , TCP CUBIC [8] and Elastic-TCP [10] . It is generally believed that there are two different methodologies and philosophies to design CCAs for large-BDP networks and lossy networks. Thus, many TCP variants can only enhance their performance either in large-BDP or lossy networks. However, existing heterogeneous networks consisting of 4G/LTE networks and intercontinental optical networks have both packet loss and high-speed long-distance characteristics. It is increasingly important to improve the transmission performance in such kind of networks [11] .
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In this paper, we present a dynamic virtual parallel TCP (DVPTCP) which estimates the network congestion level by using RTT. Combined with the simulated ECN mark and Exponential Moving Average (EMA), DVPTCP adjusts both the parameter N and the weight of parameter N dynamically, where N denotes the number of virtual parallel streams. Furthermore, it has a changing update cycle. All of the above features enable DVPTCP to achieve good bandwidth utilization, while maintaining the friendliness with TCP Reno. We further analyze the performance of DVPTCP by a throughput model and demonstrate its friendliness with TCP Reno. It is proved that DVPTCP achieves significant improvements in bandwidth utilization and friendliness over large-BDP and lossy networks on the simulation platform (NS-2). Compared to TCP-FIT, which also adopts the idea of virtual parallelism, DVPTCP has a faster response to congestion and a more accurate strategy to adjust its parameter N .
II. RELATED WORK
TCP Reno is not well adapting to large-BDP networks due to its conservative congestion control strategy. Over large-BDP networks, CUBIC and H-TCP with adaptive Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) mechanism show better performance [12] , [13] , which present the advantage of adaptive AIMD CCAs.
To obtain better performance, some researchers proposed parallel TCPs to improve data transmission efficiency, such as pTCP [14] , MulTCP [15] and parallel-tcp [16] . However, the fairness and friendliness of parallel TCPs cannot be guaranteed. Parallel TCPs compress the bandwidth of standard TCPs [17] , and the competitive phenomena among parallel TCPs' processes at same pair of hosts would increase packet loss rate and queuing delay [18] . Aiming at this problem, a virtual parallel transmission strategy was proposed to simulate multiple parallel streams in a single TCP flow. The virtual parallel TCP proposed by Wen et al. [19] , achieves efficient transmission in large-BDP and lossy networks, while maintaining friendliness with the standard TCP, which manifests the superiority of virtual parallel TCPs.
Due to the diversification of networks, complex networks increase no-congestion packet loss. Loss-based TCPs are difficult to accurately judge the network congestion. To make TCP aware of the network congestion, researchers have proposed a series of delay-based TCPs and Vegas [9] is representative of them. It judges the network as congested when RTT gets bigger and as unobstructed when RTT gets smaller. TCP SIAD [20] estimates the cache capacity through RTT and realizes low delay transmission. Verus [21] which establishes the relationship between end-to-end packet delay and outstanding congestion window, can quickly respond to the changing bandwidth over cellular networks. Elastic-TCP [10] uses RTT to estimate the bottleneck bandwidth utilization and achieves high average throughput.
In continuously congested networks, congestion judgments of partial delay-based TCPs are inaccurate due to the unmeasurable minimum RTT. TCP CDG [22] proposes to estimate link congestion by delay gradients. TCP-FIT [19] adjusts its congestion window by statistic RTT in a period of time. TCP Inigo [23] uses the ratio of RTT times which exceed the threshold to total RTT times as the link congestion level. Both of them achieve high bandwidth utilization while retaining low delay, which show the advantage of judging link congestion by delay.
In addition, PCC [24] continuously adjusts its actions and obtains feedbacks to achieve high performance by learning, but cannot respond to the millisecond changes in cellular networks. Agile-SD [25] , [26] adopts agility factors to improve its performance over short-distance networks, but it doesn't perform very well over large-BDP networks. BBR [27] estimates an available bandwidth by computing ACK rates. However, BBR has the RTT unfairness and unfriendliness with other TCPs [28] .
III. THE DVPTCP ALGORITHM

A. MOTIVATION
MulTCP uses N streams of virtual parallelism to solve the problem of bandwidth under-utilization by modifying the 
AIMD algorithm of TCP Reno to
We investigated the throughput and friendliness of MulTCP in a simple scenario, in which nine TCP Reno flows and one MulTCP flow shared a bottleneck link with a 100 Mbps bandwidth, 80 ms RTT and 0.01% packet loss rate. Although TCP-FIT [19] solved the above issue by adjusting N dynamically, the adjustment of parameter N is not timely and accurate. And this inspires us to propose the DVPTCP algorithm.
B. THE DVPTCP ALGORITHM
Similar to [19] , in the congestion avoidance of DVPTCP,
where N is a dynamic parameter adjusted by DVPTCP. Inspired by TCP Inigo [23] , we use the RTT of each ACK to estimate the network congestion level. The specific algorithm is explained as follows. For each ACK,
and if 
RTT s late = 0
5:
RTT s observed = 0 6: end for RTT min is minimal observed RTT which is used as an approximate network propagation delay. RTT s observed is observed times of RTT. RTT s late is observed times of RTT which exceed the RTT threshold. d thresh is a queuing delay threshold. For the determination of d thresh , suppose the threshold of the middle buffer size is K , and the bandwidth of the middle link is C, then we have
In the above equation, C is a fixed value when the network environment is stable, and how to set K is the key. Using the equation
obtained by DCTCP analyses [29] . 0.17 which indicates the empirical ratio of queueing delay to RTT, can filter out jittered RTTs and make DVPTCP respond quickly to congestion. Plugging (7) into (6), we have
where d is the value of RTT. We calculate α RTT which is defined as the network congestion ratio by Algorithm 1 to update N with
In the Algorithm 1, the fraction F which can be thought as the ECN-marked ratio is used to update α RTT by EMA. g is a sliding average coefficient and we set it to 0.0625. In DCTCP [29] , it is proved that 0.0625 is a great smoothing coefficient. N (t) is the parameter N in the t-th updating period. The control flow diagram of DVPTCP is shown in FIGURE 2 where N is calculated by (9) .
IV. THE THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF DVPTCP A. THROUGHPUT MODEL
In this section, we introduce notations of Padhye's TCP Reno throughput model [30] to build an approximate throughput model. The relevant symbols are listed in Table I . In this model, we give the AIMD algorithm a more general form, i.e.
Each RTT: w ← w + a,
Packet Loss: w ← w − b· w.
As shown in FIGURE 3, We define the time interval between two packet loss indications as triple-duplicate period (TDP). The total number of packets sent is denoted as Y i during the i-th TDP which is also denoted as A i . According to the notations above, the throughput in the steady state is
We define α i as the first lost packet in TDP i . After the loss, W i − 1 packets are sent. Thus, we have
At the end of TDP i , the congestion control window is During the TDP i , the number of packets sent is
where β i is the number of packets sent in the last round. β i is distributed uniformly between 1 and W i , so
Combining (11), (12), (13), (14), (15), (16) and (17), and simplifying the formula, we have
According to the algorithm of DVPTCP (2), we have
Plugging (19) into (18), we have an approximate throughput model of DVPTCP,
According to the algorithm of TCP Reno (1), we have
Plugging (21) into (18), we have
Comparing (20) with (22), the throughput of DVPTCP is E[N ] times that of TCP Reno with the same PLR and RTT. From (9), the expectation of N can be expressed approximately as
Combining (20) and (23), we have a full expression of DVPTCP throughput model, i.e.
B. TCP RENO FRIENDLINESS
Friendliness refers to the equitable sharing of a bandwidth between DVPTCP and the standard TCP (Reno). We measure friendliness in a congested link by calculating the average throughput difference of Reno flows in two scenarios [19] . In the first scenario, M Reno flows share a bottleneck link and we define T M as the average throughput of these M flows. In another scenario, K of M Reno flows are replaced by DVPTCP flows. We define T N as the average throughput of N = M − K Reno flows and define T = T M − T N as the average throughput difference in two scenarios. We show the friendliness of DVPTCP by proving that T is equal to zero. Firstly, we suppose that the middle box of the bottleneck link uses DropTail as an active queue management algorithm. In the first scenario, let D be the propagation delay and P be the packet loss rate. Because M · T M = B and M = N + K , we have
where B is the bottleneck bandwidth, q M is the queuing delay of the bottleneck link, p M is the packet loss rate. In the second scenario, we have
), (26) where q N , p N are the queuing delay and packet loss rate respectively. Firstly we assume T M > T N , and according to (25) and (26), we have
According to Algorithm 1, we have
Combining (27) and (28), we have
Because (25) and (26), we have which contradicts the previous assumption T M > T N . Then we assume T M < T N . According to (25) and (26), we have
. (31) Similarly, it means q M < q N and p M < p N . Plugging q M < q N and p M ≤ p N into (25) and (26), we have T M > T N , which contradicts T M < T N . So T M = T N , T = 0, we prove the friendliness between DVPTCP and TCP Reno.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF DVPTCP A. THE EXPERIMENTS SETUP
We conduct experiments using the well-known network simulator NS-2 (v 2.35), and evaluate the proposed DVPTCP by comparing it to TCP Reno, TCP-FIT, CUBIC and Elastic-TCP. In all of these experiments, we adopt a standard single dumbbell topology. As shown in FIGURE 4 , n is the number of senders (S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , . . . , S n ) which send data to n receivers (D 1 , D 2 , D 3 , . . . , D n ) through a shared single bottleneck link with the buffer size of one BDP.
B. TCP RENO FRIENDLINESS
In the scenario of multiple-flows, ten TCP flows share a 100 Mbps bottleneck link (fair-share: 10 Mbps for each flow) with 80 ms two-way propagation delay and 0.01% packet loss rate. Among them, five flows are set to TCP Reno, and other five flows are all set to CUBIC, TCP Reno, DVPTCP, Elastic-TCP and TCP-FIT respectively. In FIGURE 5, we can see that DVPTCP outperforms compared TCPs in friendliness with TCP Reno especially Elastic-TCP whose aggressiveness will be illustrated with FIGURE 6 and FIGURE 12 later. DVPTCP and TCP-FIT both use N virtual streams to increase their congestion window, but DVPTCP updates N more frequently and accurately, which leads to quicker response to network environments. This will be further illustrated by the following experiments.
In the another scenario of multiple-flows, we start one TCP variant flow at 0s and start nine TCP Reno flows at 10s when the TCP variant flow is stable. As shown in FIGURE 6 , the window size of DVPTCP reduces quickly and accurately, and DVPTCP maintains good friendliness with TCP Reno. However Elastic-TCP is aggressive and occupies all the bandwidth without reduction in congestion window. The update of N of TCP-FIT is not fast and accurate enough, so its congestion window bottoms out due to timeout and packet loss. More details about their congestion window are illustrated in section V-D.
C. BANDWIDTH UTILIZATION OF DVPTCP
In the scenario of single-flow, we evaluate the performance of one DVPTCP flow in the lossy network compared to CUBIC, TCP Reno, Elastic-TCP and TCP-FIT. We also set the bottleneck link with a 100 Mbps bandwidth, 80 ms twoway propagation delay and 0.01% packet loss rate. From FIGURE 7, we can see that DVPTCP significantly outperforms TCP-FIT, CUBIC and Reno, and Elastic-TCP achieves higher goodput due to its large congestion window. DVPTCP can achieve maximum goodput at certain times as shown in FIGURE 7, but subsequent continuous packet loss events led to the goodput degradation of DVPTCP. As packet loss events are random, we can't adjust congestion window with them. The more goodput we want to achieve, the larger congestion window we have to set up, and DVPTCP will be more aggressive. As mentioned above, Elastic-TCP is unfriendly and DVPTCP is in a greet balance between the goodput and friendliness. FIGURE 8 shows the variation of parameter N of DVPTCP with time, which indicates that a modest value of N makes DVPTCP quickly recover from packet loss events and quickly respond to network congestion. In the scenario of double-flows, we compare the performance of various TCPs with different packet loss rate. We still set the bottleneck link with a 100 Mbps bandwidth and 80 ms two-way propagation delay, and we vary the packet loss rate from 0.001% to 0.1%. We simultaneously start two flows of TCP Reno, CUBIC, DVPTCP, Elastic-TCP and TCP-FIT respectively and compute the aggregated throughput of two identical flows. As shown in FIGURE 9, all TCPs suffer throughput degradation due to packet loss. When the packet loss rate is less than 0.001%, all five TCPs can achieve high bandwidth utilization. When the packet loss rate is 0.01%, the bandwidth utilization ratio of CUBIC and TCP Reno is decreased significantly while other TCPs still retain highlevel bandwidth utilization ratio over 90%. When the packet loss rate is 0.1%, the bandwidth utilization ratio of CUBIC and TCP Reno is decreased to only 10% while TCP-FIT and DVPTCP still approximately utilize the half of bandwidth. Benefiting from the algorithm of dynamically updating N , DVPTCP significantly improves its performance with the packet loss rate between 0.001% and 0.1%. Furthermore, Elastic-TCP achieves better performance than DVPTCP in terms of bandwidth utilization by sacrificing friendliness when the packet loss rate is between 0.01% and 1%. More performance evaluations are given as follows. FIGURE 10 shows that DVPTCP can achieve high bandwidth occupation ratio in a wide range of BDP with the strategy of dynamically adjusting the increscent and reductive amplitude of its congestion window. FIGURE 11 shows that DVPTCP can achieve high bandwidth occupation ratio within a large buffer size range. It benefits from the use of RTT to estimate the link congestion level and the appropriate congestion judgment threshold. 
D. RESPONSIVENESS
Both DVPTCP and TCP-FIT use the idea of virtual parallelism, but their strategies of updating N is completely different. FIGURE 12 shows that DVPTCP increases its congestion window size more steep and smooth than TCP-FIT before congestion happens. It indicates that DVPTCP updates N more frequently and accurately. When congestion occurs, DVPTCP can reduce N to 1 quickly which is represented in FIGURE 8. However, due to the long cycle of updating N and the unintuitive strategy, the N of TCP-FIT increases slowly when there is no congestion in the network. During the congestion period, its N cannot be quickly reduced, resulting in packet loss and timeout which is shown at point A in FIGURE 12. The fact that TCP-FIT is not responding well to network congestion reduces the network quality and affects the transmission of other TCP flows. The optimal CWND is one BDP that does not cause extra queueing delay and DVPTCP controls its CWND around optimal CWND very well. Elastic-TCP although can utilize bandwidth well but it maintains its CWND around two BDP. The extra packets of one BDP occupy a large buffer, causing the extra queueing delay and the Bufferbloat problem [31] .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed DVPTCP, an effective CCA tailored for large-BDP and lossy networks. DVPTCP uses the idea of virtual parallelism and suggests a refined algorithm to dynamically update its parameter N . Through the above strategy, DVPTCP can probe available bandwidth and respond congestion quickly.
Our experiments on the NS-2 show that, compared to existing mainstream TCPs, our scheme can achieve high bandwidth utilization in large-BDP and lossy networks while maintaining good friendliness. Compared to TCP-FIT, DVPTCP has a more accurate congestion control strategy and a more responsive parameter N . In the future, the bandwidth utilization of DVPTCP over networks with packet loss rate between 0.01% to 1% needs to be improved. AMAN MA is currently pursuing the master's degree with the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Ningbo University. Her current research area is mainly on network protocol optimization and congestion control. VOLUME 7, 2019 
